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a b s t r a c t
We show that a finite completely regular semigroup has a sub-log-exponential free
spectrum if and only if it is locally orthodox and has nilpotent subgroups. As a corollary, it
follows that the Seif Conjecture holds true for completely regular monoids. In the process,
we derive solutions of word problems of free objects in a sequence of varieties of locally
orthodox completely regular semigroups from solutions ofword problems in relatively free
bands.
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1. Introduction and motivation
This paper was initially conceived as an attempt to address (in a relatively quick fashion) some aspects of questions
raised in the recent paper [1] of Seif. The latter paper initiates a systematic study and classification of finite monoids with
respect to the asymptotic behavior of their free spectra, and it draws its ownmotivation from an earlier paper of Kearnes [2],
who showed that with each finite (universal) algebra A one can associate a submonoid Tw(A) of TA, the monoid of all
transformations on the set A, such that the free spectrum of Tw(A) (which is called the twin monoid of A) determines a great
deal the free spectrum of A itself, and, furthermore, a range of structural properties that Amay or may not have.
Here by the free spectrum of a varietyV of algebras wemean the sequence fn(V), n > 0, such that fn(V) is the cardinality
of Fn(V), the n-generated free object of V . The free spectrum of an algebra A, fn(A), is simply the free spectrum of the
variety V(A) it generates. Clearly, the free spectrum of a locally finite variety is a sequence of non-negative integers. An
important invariant closely related to fn(A) is the pn-sequence of A, pn(A), which counts the number of those n-ary term
operations (operations on A induced by well-formed terms in the signature of A) which are essential, that is, which depend
on all variables featured in the underlying term. For an overview of the general theory of free spectra and pn-sequences we
refer to [3], while for some of the results concerning pn-sequences of semigroups the reader is directed to consult [4–10]
and the references listed in those papers.
An algebra A is said to have a log-exponential free spectrum if we have
fn(A) > 22
αn
for a real number α > 0 and n large enough. Otherwise, the free spectrum of A is sub-log-exponential, and, furthermore, it is
called small if log fn(A) ∈ O(nk) for some integer k > 0 (where ‘log’ refers to the base-2 logarithm). In [1], Seif proposes the
problem of characterizing finite monoids with sub-log-exponential free spectra, and formulates a conjecture.
To restate this conjecture, defineGnil to be the pseudovariety of all finite semigroups whose all subgroups are nilpotent.
It follows immediately that if a monoidM has a sub-log-exponential free spectrum, thenM ∈ Gnil, since by the well-known
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result of Higman and Neumann [11,12] a finite group G is nilpotent of class c if and only if
O(log fn(G)) = O(nc),
and if G is not nilpotent, then it has a log-exponential free spectrum. On the other hand, we define another relevant
pseudovariety of finite semigroups, called EDA. We set that S ∈ EDA if and only if the only regular elements of 〈E(S)〉, the
subsemigroup of S generated by its idempotents, are the idempotents themselves. We note that a finite regular semigroup
S belongs to EDA if and only if it is orthodox (i.e. if E(S) is a subsemigroup of S).
The Seif Conjecture. A finite monoid M has a sub-log-exponential free spectrum if and only if M ∈ EDA ∩ Gnil.
In [1], Seif proves the forward direction of this conjecture. Therefore, the verification of the above conjecture would
consist in showing that eachmonoid fromEDA∩Gnil has a sub-log exponential free spectrum, and Seif does this formonoids
of the form S1, where S is either completely simple, or completely 0-simple (that is, a Rees matrix semigroup). In that, the
Perkins monoid [13,14] B12 presented a particular obstacle, one which was eventually successfully resolved.
Motivated by the partial result involving completely simple semigroupswith an adjoined identity element, in the present
paper we provide a description of all finite completely regular semigroups (semigroups that are unions of its maximal
subgroups) having sub-log-exponential free spectra. In order to formulate our main result, note that for any semigroup
S and any e ∈ E(S), the set eSe forms a submonoid of S, called the local monoid of e. A semigroup is locally orthodox if all of
its local monoids are orthodox.
Theorem 1.1. Let S be a finite completely regular semigroup. The free spectrum of S is sub-log-exponential if and only if S is
locally orthodox and has nilpotent subgroups.
Indeed, the forward implication of this theorem follows immediately from the forward implication in the Seif Conjecture.
Namely, if fn(S) is sub-log-exponential, so is each local monoid eSe. Thus eSe is orthodox and eSe ∈ Gnil for each e ∈ E(S).
Since any subgroup of S is a subgroup of a suitable local monoid of S, the required conclusion follows. Therefore, the above
theorem will be a direct consequence of the following statement.
Theorem 1.2. The free spectrum of any finite locally orthodox completely regular semigroup S ∈ Gnil is small.
Since each locally orthodox monoid is (trivially) orthodox, and since a finite completely regular semigroup belongs
to EDA ∩ Gnil if and only if it is an orthogroup (an orthodox completely regular semigroup) with nilpotent subgroups,
Theorem 1.2 immediately confirms the Seif Conjecture in the case of completely regular monoids.
Corollary 1.3. A finite completely regular monoid has a sub-log-exponential free spectrum if and only if it is an orthogroup with
nilpotent subgroups.
The plan for the proof of Theorem 1.2 involves the following observations:
(1) It is well-known that the class of all completely regular semigroups is not a variety in the signature of semigroups,
but nevertheless it is a variety in the signature that includes, besides the binary multiplication, the unary operation −1,
where a−1 is the inverse of a taken in the maximal subgroup to which a belongs. In such an approach, the variety CR of
all completely regular semigroups is determined by the associative law and the identities
xx−1x ≈ x, xx−1 ≈ x−1x, (x−1)−1 ≈ x.
(2) Since the subgroups of any finite semigroup are periodic (with periods dividing some positive integer), in any finite
completely regular semigroup the unary operation is expressible by multiplication only — in other words, an identity
of the form x−1 ≈ xr holds for a suitable positive integer r . Hence, there will be no harm whatsoever in regard of free
spectra if we consider each finite semigroup under the scope of our Theorem 1.2 as a unary semigroup, with −1 defined
as above.
(3) The key idea in approaching the above theorem is that, instead of taking on an arbitrary completely regular semigroup
variety generated by a locally orthodox S ∈ Gnil, we shall rather locate S inside a sequence of standard varieties which
will eventually turn out to have small free spectra. Namely, all the subgroups of S actually come from a variety of
groups V which is itself finitely generated and consists of class-c nilpotent groups for some c (which is subject to the
Higman–Neumann result). On the other hand,
{E(eSe) : e ∈ E(S)}
is a finite set of finite bands, and thus it generates a proper subvariety U of the variety B of all bands (idempotent
semigroups), see, for example, [15]. Therefore,
S ∈ LO(U,V) = LO(U) ∩ CR(V),
where LO(U) is the variety of all locally orthodox completely regular semigroups in which all the subbands of
idempotents of local monoids belong to U, while CR(V) is the variety of all completely regular semigroups with
subgroups from V . (The fact thatLO(U) is a completely regular semigroup variety follows from [16], see also [17,18].)
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So, Theorem 1.2 will be an immediate corollary of
Theorem 1.4. If U 6= B is a variety of bands and V is generated by a finite nilpotent group, then fn(LO(U,V)) is small.
At this point, it becomes clear that we shall need to employ the existing machinery dealing with varieties of completely
regular semigroups, and we find the approach taken by Libor Polák in his famous series of papers on the topic [17,19,18] the
most suitable for our cause. We introduce the necessary (but hopefully minimal) set of notions from that series of papers in
the following section. In Section 3, we take another look at the impact which general Polák’s theory has to word problems in
relatively free bands and give a more explicit combinatorial characterization of those word problems. Strictly speaking, we
shall learn nothing new in Section 3. However, it is exactly this revisiting of an old topic that will get us a slightly modified
view of relatively free bands, the one which will enable us in Section 4 to pass with notable ease from the word problem for
U-free bands to the word problem for free objects in a certain variety containingLO(U,V) (which is, however, contained
inLO(U′,V) for suitableU′ such thatU ⊂ U′ ⊂ B). This small detour from our original source ofmotivation, contained in
Sections 2–4,will pay offwith benefits in Section 5, as the approach just describedwillmake the combinatorics for estimating
the free spectra of varieties of the formLO(U,V) strikingly simple. Thus we shall complete the proof of Theorem 1.4, and
so our goal will be achieved.
For all the undefined notions and folklore results in semigroup theory and universal algebra, the reader is directed to the
standard reference texts in these areas, such as [20–24].
2. Excerpts from L. Polák’s machinery for completely regular semigroup varieties
Let X be a countable set of variables, or letters. By FUX we denote the free unary semigroup on X [17], which consists of all
terms in the signature {· ,−1} subject to the associative law for ·. Elements of FUX are calledwords, and we add the adjective
‘unary’ in situations when it is crucial to distinguish from ordinary words from a free semigroup. A segment of a unary word
u ∈ FUX is an ordinary wordw over the alphabet X1 = X ∪ {(, )−1} such that u = awb holds in the free monoid X∗1 for some
a, b ∈ X∗1 . Note that here w is not necessarily an element of FUX as it may contain unmatched occurrences of ‘(’ and ‘)−1’.
However, we may remove this unmatched parentheses and inversion symbols fromw, which results in a unary (or empty)
word ŵ.
Forw ∈ FUX we define a sequence of operators:
• c(w) – the set of all variables occurring inw, called the content ofw;
• s(w) = â – where a is the longest initial segment ofw containing |c(w)| − 1 variables (i.e. all but one);
• σ(w) – the single variable occurring inw but not in s(w), called the initial mark ofw;
• e(w) = b̂ – where b is the longest final segment ofw containing |c(w)| − 1 variables (i.e. all but one);
• ε(w) – the single variable occurring inw but not in e(w), called the final mark ofw;
• h(w) – the first variable ofw (from the left), called the head ofw;
• t(w) – the last variable ofw, called the tail ofw;
• i(w) – the ordinary word which contains each variable from c(w) exactly once, in the order of their first occurrence in
w;
• i(w) – the ordinary word which contains each variable from c(w) exactly once, in the order of their last occurrence inw.
Note that σ(w) = t(i(w)) and ε(w) = h(i(w)). Actually, we are going to write successive applications of these operators
to a word without extra parentheses and from the right, so that, for example, for each pi ∈ {s, e}∗ the notation wpi has a
natural meaning (for convenience,w = w, where  is the empty word).
It is well-known in universal algebra (cf. [21]) that for any variety W there is a one-to-one correspondence between
the subvarieties of W and the fully invariant congruences of the free algebra FX (W) — congruences that agree with all
endomorphisms of that algebra. Moreover, this correspondence is actually an anti-isomorphism of the lattice L (W) of all
subvarieties ofW and the lattice of all fully invariant congruences of FX (W). Here, the role ofW will be played by the variety
of all unary semigroups. By ∼V we denote the fully invariant congruence which corresponds to the subvariety V ⊆ W . In
that case, we have FX (V) ∼= FX (W)/∼V , so that the solution of the word problem for free objects in V basically reduces to
an effective description of∼V . Since we deal exclusively with completely regular semigroup varieties, we assume that each
congruence of the form ∼V contains ∼CR (recall that ∼CR has been described in [25,26]). Conversely, each fully invariant
congruence∼ on FUX containing∼CR determines a variety of completely regular semigroups (the one generated by FUX/ ∼),
and we denote it by V (∼).
For a binary relation∼ on FUX , new binary relations∼,∼0,∼1 are defined as follows:
• w1 ∼w2 if and only if we have c(w1) = c(w2),w1 ∼ w2, s(w1) ∼ s(w2) and e(w1) ∼ e(w2);
• w1∼0w2 if and only if there are u1, u2 ∈ FUX such that u1 ∼ u2 andw1 = s(u1),w2 = s(u2);
• w1∼1w2 if and only if there are u1, u2 ∈ FUX such that u1 ∼ u2 andw1 = e(u1),w2 = e(u2).
The first definition is inductive with respect to |c(wi)| (i = 1, 2) and the condition on s(wi) and e(wi) disappears if
|c(wi)| = 1. All of the above relations are fully invariant congruences if∼ is such. Therefore, one may define
V = V (∼V), V0 = V ((∼V)0), V1 = V ((∼V)1).
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Once more, words from {0, 1}∗ have their natural action on a relation∼ and a varietyV , so that∼ =∼ andV = V , while
for pi ∈ {0, 1}∗ and i ∈ {0, 1}we define∼pi i = (∼pi )i and Vpi i = (Vpi )i.
The first key idea in Polák’s series [17,19,18] is to consider relations on L (CR) induced by these operators (in the
following, V,W are subvarieties of CR):
• V ρW if and only if V = W ;
• V τ0W if and only if (∼V)0 = (∼W )0;
• V τ1W if and only if (∼V)1 = (∼W )1.
As it turns out,ρ is a complete lattice congruence onL (CR). This implies that eachρ-class contains the smallest element,
and we denote by V the smallest variety in the ρ-class of V . Furthermore, let
E = {V ⊆ CR : V = V},
which is a sublattice ofL (CR) (since ρ is a lattice congruence).
The second crucial idea is that of the ladder associated with a varietyV , SL ⊆ V ⊆ CR. (Here SL denotes the variety of
semilattices. In fact, any band variety can be considered as a subvariety of CR satisfying x2 ≈ x and, consequently, x−1 ≈ x,
so that the unary operation has no relevance whatsoever as far as bands are concerned.) Namely, let Λ be the following
partially ordered set:
ss
s
s
s
s
s

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
  
...
(0, 0) = (1, 0)
(0, 1)
(0, 2)
(0, 3)
(1, 1)
(2, 1)
(3, 1)
Let λ : {s, e}∗ → Λ be the function such that if
pi = sk1e`1 · · · skr e`r ,
k1, `r > 0 and `1, k2, `2, . . . , kr > 1, then λ(pi) = (i,m), where i = 0 if `r = 0 and i = 1 otherwise, while m is the
number of nonzero exponents in the above representation of pi (i.e. themaximal number of alternations in pi ). We are going
to call λ(pi) the λ-characteristics of pi . Now, for a completely regular semigroup varietyV , letV(0,0) = V(1,0) = V and define
inductively
V(i,m) = (V(1−i,m−1))i.
Also, denote by E0 the lattice obtained as the ordinal sum of the partially ordered sets s
s@@@   
L R
O
and E . The ladder of V is the mapping ξV : Λ→ E0 defined by
ξV(i,m) =

V(i,m) if SL ⊆ V(i,m),
L if V(i,m) = LZ,
R if V(i,m) = RZ,
O if V(i,m) = T ,
where LZ,RZ, T denote the varieties of left zero bands, right zero bands, and the trivial variety, respectively. This
definition is logically correct, since by [19, Theorem 1.2] and its dual, if SL ⊆ V , then either SL ⊆ V(i,m), or V(i,m) ∈
{LZ,RZ, T }. Loosely speaking, the ladder can be imagined as the partially ordered setΛ whose elements are labelled by
varieties/symbols from E .
Polák actually succeeded in obtaining an abstract description of all isotone mappings ξ : Λ→ E0 which arise as ξ = ξV
for a varietyV . These mappings form a latticeΦ with respect to the componentwise order. By Main Theorem (Theorem 3.6)
of [19], L (CR) ∼= Φ . However, it is another aspect of Polák’s Main Theorem which is of more interest to us, the one that
extracts the information on ∼V from the ladder of V and the word problems for free objects of varieties occurring in that
ladder. We summarize that part of Theorem 3.6 of [19] as follows:
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Proposition 2.1 (L. Polák, [19]). For u, v ∈ FUX , the condition u∼V v holds if and only if
• for all pi ∈ {s, e}∗ such that ξV(λ(pi)) ∈ E we have
c(upi) = c(vpi) and upi ∼ξV (λ(pi)) vpi;
• for all pi ∈ {s, e}∗ such that ξV(λ(pi)) = L we have
h(upi) = h(vpi);
• for all pi ∈ {s, e}∗ such that ξV(λ(pi)) = R we have
t(upi) = t(vpi).
3. The case of band varieties
The equational problem in band varieties (i.e. the problem of algorithmic description of ∼U for U ⊆ B) has been
approached by many authors, see e.g. [27–30]. In this section we want to take a moment to analyze a bit the special case of
Proposition 2.1 when V is a variety of bands. The ladders of proper band varieties are given in the figure on p. 4 of [18] (the
labels O are dropped), while for the varietyB of all bands we have ξB(i,m) = T for all (i,m) ∈ Λ. For our reference (and
for the purpose of fixing the notation), we depict the latticeL (B) [31–33,28].
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SLA2 = LZ A2 = RZ
B2 = LRB B2 = RRB
A3 A3
B3 B3
A4 A4
A very useful observation is that any band variety U 6= B is contained in a variety Bk for large enough k > 2.
(Furthermore, we saw in the introduction thatU is generated by a finite set of finite bandmonoids, which actually narrows
down the choice of U to T , SL, Bk, Bk and Bk ∨ Bk, k > 2, see [34].) Therefore, for the same choice of k, we have
LO(U,V) ⊆ LO(Bk,V). The latter inclusion implies fn(LO(U,V)) 6 fn(LO(Bk,V)), which effectively means that in
Theorem 1.4 it suffices to prove it only for its special case U ∈ {Bk : k > 2}. What makes the varieties of the form Bk
particularly appealing is the simplicity of their ladders, i.e. the fact that the ladders of these varieties contain only T and O
as their labels, with no occurrences ofL orR. Namely, ξBk(i,m) = T ifm 6 k− 2, furthermore
ξBk(i, k− 1) =
{
T if k ≡ i (mod 2),
O otherwise,
while the label is O form > k.
On the sideline, we note that ξB(i,m) = T for all (i,m) ∈ Λ, so that Proposition 2.1 directly yields the well known
solution of the word problem in free bands, credited to Green and Rees [35]. In fact, to establish whether u∼B v we need to
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check whether c(upi) = c(vpi) holds for all pi ∈ {s, e}∗. The latter condition reduces to checking whether c(u) = c(v) and
if so,1 then for n = |c(u)|we need to check the condition c(upi) = c(vpi) only for words pi over {s, e} of length 6 n− 1 (this
set of words will be in the sequel denoted by {s, e}<n). From this, it is quite easy to deduce that u∼B v if and only if
• c(u) = c(v),
• s(u)∼B s(v), and• e(u)∼B e(v),
which gives an inductive effective characterization of ∼B , the second and the third condition vanishing as we arrive at
one-letter words.
However, for varietiesBk, the corresponding conditions are not so restrictive. For a somewhat less cumbersome notation,
write ∼k for ∼Bk and ∼k for ∼Bk . Now, for two words u, v of a given content of n variables, to decide whether u∼k v we
need not to check the condition c(upi) = c(vpi) for all pi ∈ {s, e}<n, but rather for some particular set of words over {s, e} of
length< n. More precisely, this is the setΠ(k, n) of all pi ∈ {s, e}<n for which
λ(pi) ∈ ξ−1Bk (T ).
As already noted, ξ−1Bk (T ) is {(0, k− 1)} ∪ {(i,m) : i ∈ {0, 1}, 0 6 m 6 k− 2} if k is even, and {(1, k− 1)} ∪ {(i,m) : i ∈{0, 1}, 0 6 m 6 k−2} if k is odd. Our concern now is tomaximally clarify theway inwhichwe calculate the finite languages
Π(k, n). For µ ∈ {s, e}∗ and L ⊆ {s, e}∗, let µL = {µα : α ∈ L} and µ−1L = {α : µα ∈ L}. Also, let µ be the word obtained
from µ by replacing s by e and vice versa, and let L = {µ : µ ∈ L}.
Lemma 3.1. For all n > 2 and k > 3 we have
Π(k, n) = {} ∪ sΠ(k, n− 1) ∪ eΠ(k− 1, n− 1).
In addition,Π(2, n) = {, s, . . . , sn−1} holds for all n > 2, as well asΠ(k, 1) = {} for all k > 2.
Proof. The claims concerningΠ(2, n) andΠ(k, 1) are straightforward, as well as the containment  ∈ Π(k, n). Note that
an another way of stating the main assertion of the lemma is the conjunction of equalities
s−1Π(k, n) = Π(k, n− 1) and e−1Π(k, n) = Π(k− 1, n− 1).
We start by proving the first equality. For this purpose, partition
s−1Π(k, n) = Ass ∪ Ase ∪ Aes ∪ Aee,
where for a, b ∈ {s, e}, Aab denotes the set of all words from s−1Π(k, n) beginning with a and ending with b. Note that if
pi ′ ∈ Aab and λ(spi ′) = (i,m), thenmmust be odd if i = 0 (that is, if b = s) andm is even if i = 1 (i.e. if b = e). Also, if a = s
then λ(pi ′) = λ(spi ′) = (i,m), while for a = ewe have λ(pi ′) = (i,m− 1). Therefore:
• Ass is the set of all words pi ′ over {s, e} of length 6 n− 2 such that λ(pi ′) = (0,m), wherem is odd and
m 6
{
k− 1 if k is even,
k− 2 if k is odd;
• Ase is the set of all words pi ′ over {s, e} of length 6 n− 2 such that λ(pi ′) = (1,m), wherem is even and
m 6
{
k− 2 if k is even,
k− 1 if k is odd;
• Aes is the set of all words pi ′ over {s, e} of length 6 n− 2 such that λ(pi ′) = (0,m), wherem is even and
m 6
{
k− 2 if k is even,
k− 3 if k is odd;
• Aee is the set of all words pi ′ over {s, e} of length 6 n− 2 such that λ(pi ′) = (1,m), wherem is odd and
m 6
{
k− 3 if k is even,
k− 2 if k is odd.
Summing up, Ass ∪ Aes if the set of all words pi ′ over {s, e} of length 6 n− 2 such that λ(pi ′) = (0,m), wherem 6 k− 1
if k is even and m 6 k − 2 if k is odd; similarly, Ase ∪ Aee is the set of all words pi ′ over {s, e} of length 6 n − 2 such that
λ(pi ′) = (1,m), wherem 6 k− 2 if k is even andm 6 k− 1 if k is odd. Consequently, Ass ∪ Ase ∪ Aes ∪ Aee = Π(k, n− 1).
The proof of the second equality requires the same kind of analysis as above, only that the constraints yielded by the
function λ will be somewhat different. Hence, we partition e−1Π(k, n) = Bss ∪ Bse ∪ Bes ∪ Bee, where Bab is the set of all
words from e−1Π(k, n) beginning with a and ending with b, a, b ∈ {s, e}. By using the observations analogous to those in
1 In what follows, we consider the fully invariant congruences∼U only when SL ⊆ U. For this reason, in the sequel we may reduce our description of
relation∼U only to the set of words of a fixed content of n variables.
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the previous paragraph, we arrive at the following conclusions:
• Bss is the set of all words pi ′ over {s, e} of length 6 n− 2 such that λ(pi ′) = (0,m), wherem is odd and
m 6
{
k− 3 if k is even,
k− 4 if k is odd;
• Bse is the set of all words pi ′ over {s, e} of length 6 n− 2 such that λ(pi ′) = (1,m), wherem is even and
m 6
{
k− 4 if k is even,
k− 3 if k is odd;
• Bes is the set of all words pi ′ over {s, e} of length 6 n− 2 such that λ(pi ′) = (0,m), wherem is even and
m 6
{
k− 2 if k is even,
k− 3 if k is odd;
• Bee is the set of all words pi ′ over {s, e} of length 6 n− 2 such that λ(pi ′) = (1,m), wherem is odd and
m 6
{
k− 3 if k is even,
k− 2 if k is odd.
Therefore, Bss ∪ Bes if the set of all words pi ′ over {s, e} of length 6 n − 2 such that λ(pi ′) = (0,m), where m 6 k − 2 if
k is even and m 6 k − 3 if k is odd. Analogously, Bse ∪ Bee is the set of all words pi ′ over {s, e} of length 6 n − 2 such that
λ(pi ′) = (1,m), where m 6 k − 3 if k is even and m 6 k − 2 if k is odd. Since k is even if and only if k − 1 is odd (and the
same is true when we switch the the adjectives ‘even’ and ‘odd’), we conclude, by comparing these results with ξ−1Bk−1(T ),
that
Bss ∪ Bse ∪ Bes ∪ Bee = Π(k− 1, n− 1),
which completes the proof of the lemma. 
So, now for any u, v ∈ FUX featuring precisely n letters from X we have that u∼k v if and only if c(upi) = c(vpi) for
all pi ∈ Π(k, n), and the previous lemma gives a straightforward algorithm to compute the (finite) languageΠ(k, n). Also,
by duality of Bk and Bk, it follows almost immediately that u∼k v holds if and only if we have c(upi) = c(vpi) for all
pi ∈ Π(k, n). It takes only an extra easy step to turn these assertions into an inductive form, as described in the following
lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let u, v ∈ FUX and k > 3. Then u∼k v holds if and only if
• c(u) = c(v),
• s(u)∼k s(v),
• e(u)∼k−1 e(v),
where the last two conditions vanish for one-letter words. Also, we have u∼k v if and only if
• c(u) = c(v),
• s(u)∼k−1 s(v),
• e(u)∼k e(v).
As is well-known, u∼2 v if and only if i(u) = i(v), and u∼2 v if and only if i(u) = i(v).
Proof. We prove only the first part of the lemma, the proof of the second part being dual. By the previous lemma, the
condition u∼k v is equivalent to the conjunction of the following three statements:
• c(u) = c(v),
• c(upi) = c(vpi) for all pi ∈ sΠ(k, n− 1),
• c(upi) = c(vpi) for all pi ∈ eΠ(k− 1, n− 1).
The second condition holds if and only if c([s(u)]pi ′) = c([s(v)]pi ′) for all pi ′ ∈ Π(k, n − 1), which is in turn
equivalent to s(u)∼k s(v). On the other hand, the third condition holds if and only if c([e(u)]pi ′) = c([e(v)]pi ′) for all
pi ′ ∈ Π(k− 1, n− 1), which is equivalent to saying that e(u)∼k−1 e(v). 
Note that the above lemma is exactly the solution of the word problem of Bk-free bands, k > 2, given in [28], cf. Note
3.1, Lemma 3.3(iii) and Corollary 9.1(ii) of that paper.
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4. Word problems
The importance of the recapitulations presented in the previous two sections will be much clearer from the next two
auxiliary results. In this section, the group variety V will be arbitrary but fixed.
Let OG(U) be the variety of all orthogroups (orthodox completely regular semigroups) whose bands of idempotents
belong to the band varietyU, and define
OG(U,V) = OG(U) ∩ CR(V).
In order to obtain the ladder of a variety of the formLO(U,V)we first calculate the ladder of OG(U,V).
Lemma 4.1. The ladder for OG(U,V) is obtained from the ladder of the band varietyU by replacing all occurrences of the label
T by V , while leaving all other labels unchanged.
Proof. First of all, note that in Polák’s notation [17,19,18] the intersection OG(U) ∩ CR(V) would be written as C(U) ∩
VGCR. In view of [19, Theorem 1.6(2)] and its dual, by inductionwe have (W ∩W ′)(i,m) = W(i,m)∩W ′(i,m) for any completely
regular semigroup varietiesW,W ′, thus
OG(U,V)(i,m) = OG(U)(i,m) ∩ CR(V)(i,m).
By Theorem 2.4(4) and 2.6(1) of [19], we haveCR(V)(i,m) = CR(V) for any (i,m) ∈ Λ. On the other hand, [18, Theorem
7.3(8)] states that
OG(U)(i,m) =
{
OG(U(i,m)), if SL ⊆ U(i,m),
U(i,m), otherwise.
Therefore,
OG(U,V)(i,m) =
{
OG(U(i,m),V), if SL ⊆ U(i,m),
U(i,m), otherwise.
Now, for any variety of orthogroupsW we haveW = W ∩ G, where G is the variety of all groups (cf. [17, Theorem 2]
and [19, Theorem 2.6(2)]), thus we can calculate the function ξOG(U,V). If SL 6⊆ U(i,m), then OG(U,V)(i,m) = U(i,m), so for
these values of (i,m)we have ξOG(U,V)(i,m) = ξU(i,m) ∈ {L,R,O}. Otherwise,
ξOG(U,V) = OG(U(i,m),V) = OG(U(i,m),V) ∩ G = V.
The lemma is proved. 
We proceed by introducing another important subvariety of CR: the variety of (unary) completely simple semigroups
CS. This variety is determined (within CR) by the identity xx−1 ≈ xyx(xyx)−1. Similarly to varieties of the form CR(V),
one may also consider varieties of the form
CS(V) = CS ∩ CR(V),
where V is a group variety, and record that each finite completely simple semigroup S belongs to CS(V) for a suitable
finitely generated V (it is generated by the structure group of S).
Lemma 4.2. The ladder for LO(Bk,V), k > 2, is obtained from the ladder of the band varietyAk+1 by replacing all occurrences
of the label T by CS(V), while leaving all other labels unchanged.
Proof. In L. Polák’s terminology, locally orthodox semigroups are called pseudoorthodox, and for a varietyW ,P (W) denotes
the variety of all completely regular semigroups S with the property that eSe ∈ W for all e ∈ E(S). Hence, in the notation
just introduced, LO(Bk,V) = P (OG(Bk,V)). Also, we recall (from p. 4 of [18]) that the ladder of Ak+1 is obtained from
the ladder ofBk by
• replacing the top two O on the right side of the ladder byR, if k is even,
• replacing the top two O on the left side of the ladder byL, if k is odd.
Now Theorem 6.2(8) of [18] contains the relevant information. Namely, if ξOG(Bk,V)(i,m) 6∈ {L,R,O} (which is the same
as ξOG(Bk,V)(i,m) = V), then
ξLO(Bk,V)(i,m) = P (ξOG(Bk,V)(i,m)) = P (V) = CS(V) = CS(V),
by Result 6.1(3) of [18] and Theorem 2.6(2) of [19]. Otherwise, if
ξOG(Bk,V)(1,m− 1) = V and ξOG(Bk,V)(0,m) = T
(which happens only if k is odd and for exactly two values ofm), then ξLO(Bk,V)(0,m) = L, while if
ξOG(Bk,V)(0,m− 1) = V and ξOG(Bk,V)(1,m) = T
(which happens only if k is even and for exactly two values of m) then ξLO(Bk,V)(0,m) = R. For other values of (i,m) we
have ξLO(Bk,V)(i,m) = O, so the lemma follows. 
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By the above lemma, the ladder ofLO(Bk,V) for even k has the form
CS(V)
CS(V) CS(V)
...
CS(V) CS(V)
CS(V) R
O R
O O
...
while for odd k > 3 it looks like this:
CS(V)
CS(V) CS(V)
...
CS(V) CS(V)
L CS(V)
L O
O O
...
As we suggested in Section 3, in order to avoid technicalities we prefer the situations in which L and R do not appear in
ladders of varieties under our consideration. To this end, instead of solving the word problems for free objects of varieties
belonging to the chain
LO(B2,V) ⊂ LO(B3,V) ⊂ · · · ⊂ LO(Bk,V) ⊂ · · · ,
we are going to accomplish the same task for another sequence of varietiesXk(V), k > 2, such that
X2(V) ⊂ LO(B2,V) ⊂ X3(V) ⊂ LO(B3,V) ⊂ · · · ⊂ LO(Bk−1,V) ⊂ Xk(V) ⊂ LO(Bk,V) ⊂ · · · .
Namely, consider the labelling of Λ which is obtained from the ladder of the band variety Bk (k > 2) by replacing all
the occurrences of T by CS(V) (in a similar fashion to Lemma 4.1), which is for k > 3 the same as replacing the two
occurrences of L or R by CS(V) in the ladder of LO(Bk−1,V). By the definition of the isotone mappings Λ → E0
which constitute Polák’s lattice Φ (see p. 259 of [19]), there exists a variety whose ladder coincides with the one just
described, and we are going to call it Xk(V). Since Φ is ordered componentwise, we immediately obtain the inclusions
LO(Bk−1,V) ⊂ Xk(V) ⊂ LO(Bk,V) for all k > 3. In a similar fashion, we obtain varietiesXk(V) whose ladders are the
‘mirror-images’ of those ofXk(V); these varieties satisfyLO(Bk−1,V) ⊂ Xk(V) ⊂ LO(Bk,V) for all k > 3.
Nowweproceed by solving theword problems for free objects in varieties of the formXk(V). Again, to avoid increasingly
cumbersome notation, we write ∼Xk(V) as ≈k, and ∼Xk(V) is written as ≈k, for all k > 3. As a combined effect of
Proposition 2.1 and the specific forms of ladders ofXk(V), we immediately obtain the following
Proposition 4.3. Let u, v ∈ FUX be unary words containing n letters. Then u≈k v if and only if
c(upi) = c(vpi) and upi ∼CS(V) vpi for all pi ∈ Π(k, n).
Also, u≈k v if and only if
c(upi) = c(vpi) and upi ∼CS(V) vpi for all pi ∈ Π(k, n).
By using Lemma 3.1, we obtain an inductive form of the equational theory ofXk(V).
Proposition 4.4. Let u, v ∈ FUX .
(1) u≈2 v if and only if c(s`(u)) = c(s`(v)) and s`(u)∼CS(V) s`(v) for all ` > 0.
(2) u≈2 v if and only if c(e`(u)) = c(e`(v)) and e`(u)∼CS(V) e`(v) for all ` > 0.
Now assume that k > 3.
(3) We have u≈k v if and only if• c(u) = c(v),
• u∼CS(V) v,• s(u)≈k s(v),• e(u)≈k−1 e(v),
where the last two conditions vanish for one-letter words.
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(4) The relation≈k is determined in a dual manner: we have u≈k v if and only if• c(u) = c(v),
• u∼CS(V) v,• s(u)≈k−1 s(v),• e(u)≈k e(v).
Proof. The proof is, of course, remarkably similar to that of Lemma 3.2, only that we use Proposition 4.3 as an extra
ingredient. The items (1) and (2) follow immediately from that proposition, since Π(2, n) = {, s, . . . , sn−1}. We prove
only (3), while the proof for (4) is dual. Now, by Lemma 3.1 and the above proposition, the condition u≈k v is equivalent to
the conjunction of the following three statements:
• c(u) = c(v) and u∼CS(V) v,• c(upi) = c(vpi) and upi ∼CS(V) vpi for all pi ∈ sΠ(k, n− 1),
• c(upi) = c(vpi) and upi ∼CS(V) vpi for all pi ∈ eΠ(k− 1, n− 1).
The second condition holds if, and only if, c([s(u)]pi ′) = c([s(v)]pi ′) and [s(u)]pi ′∼CS(V)[s(v)]pi ′ for all pi ′ ∈ Π(k, n−1),
that is, if and only if s(u)≈k s(v). Furthermore, the third condition holds if and only if c([e(u)]pi ′) = c([e(v)]pi ′) and
[e(u)]pi ′∼CS(V)[e(v)]pi ′ for all pi ′ ∈ Π(k− 1, n− 1), which is equivalent to e(u)≈k−1 e(v). 
We note that the free algebras of varieties of the form CS(V) and their word problems (that is, the relation∼CS(V)) were
considered by several authors [36–38]. For example, by Theorem 3.1 of [37], the CS(V)-free object on a set Y is isomorphic
to the Rees matrix semigroup
M(FY∪Q (V); Y , Y ;Q ),
where Y∩Q = ∅ and |Q | = (|Y |−1)2, whileQ is amatrixwhose entries are fromQ∪{1}. Hence, fn(CS(V)) = n2fn2−n+1(V).
At last, we are now prepared to count.
5. Estimating the free spectrum ofLO(Bk,V)
Turning to the proof of Theorem 1.4, we denote pn(k) = pn(Xk(V)), k > 2. Since SL ⊆ X2(V), the number pn(k) equals
the number of allXk(V)-inequivalent words over a fixed set of variables Y ⊂ X , |Y | = n (i.e. classes of≈k represented by
such words).
Lemma 5.1. For all n > 1 we have:
(1) pn(2) 6 n!f1(CS(V)) · · · fn(CS(V));
(2) if k > 3, then pn(k) 6 n2fn(CS(V))pn−1(k)pn−1(k− 1).
Proof. The lemma is a direct ‘numerical’ consequence of Proposition 4.4, items (1) and (3), respectively. Namely, for k = 2, a
≈2-class is completely determinedby two sequences (w is anyword overY fromagiven class): (c(w), c(s(w), . . . , c(sn−1))),
which is a sequence of subsets of Y = c(w), the other sequence (w/∼CS(V), s(w)/∼CS(V), . . . , sn−1(w)/∼CS(V)) consisting
of elements of the CS(V)-free unary semigroup on Y . In that, for any 0 6 ` 6 n − 2 we have c(s`+1(w)) ⊂ c(s`(w)) and
c(s`(w)) \ c(s`+1(w)) contains precisely one variable (namely, σ(s`(w))). Therefore, the first sequence can be chosen in n!
ways, while there are at most fn−`(CS(V)) ‘candidates’ for s`(w)/∼CS(V), so inequality (1) follows.
By Proposition 4.4(3), if k > 3, any ≈k-class of a word from FUY is determined by four parameters: c(w), w/∼CS(V),
the≈k-class of s(w), and the≈k−1-class of e(w). Now, it requires a routine inductive proof to see that the previously noted
duality of≈k and≈k is also reflected in the same number of equivalence classes of these relations on FUY (in addition, it can
be seen that u≈k v if and only if←−u ≈k←−v , where←−w denotes the reverse word of the unary wordw, obtained by readingw
backwards, while interchanging matching pairs of ( and )−1). Hence, to determine a≈k-class on FUY , we need to make the
following choices:
• to choose the elementw/∼CS(V), which can be done in at most fn(CS(V))ways;• to choose σ(w) and ε(w), which are the unique letters not appearing in s(w) and e(w), respectively, and here we have
n2 possibilities;
• to choose the≈k-class of s(w) and the≈k−1-class of e(w), which canbedone in pn−1(k) and pn−1(k−1)ways, respectively.
The inequality (2) is now immediate. 
Note that we actually do not know whether all the choices listed in the above proof are independent, or whether
all elements of the corresponding relatively free completely simple semigroups are ‘covered’ — hence the inequalities.
Equalities would be confirmed in (1) and (2) of the above lemma only by constructing an explicit model for FX (Xk(V)), and
it is very likely that they indeed hold (the recurrences obtained by Sezinando [39, Proposition 4.9] would be then special
cases for V = T ). However, an upper bound provided by the previous lemma is just fine for the task set by the present
paper.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. First of all, note that if V is a locally finite nilpotent of class c group variety, then log fn(V) ∈ O(nc).
As we already noted, this yields log fn(CS(V)) ∈ O(n2c).
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By taking the logarithm of the inequalities from Lemma 5.1, we get
log pn(2) 6 log n! +
n∑
i=1
log fi(CS(V)),
and for k > 3,
log pn(k) 6 log pn−1(k)+ log pn−1(k− 1)+ log fn(CS(V))+ 2 log n.
By assumption of the theorem, log fn(CS(V)) ∈ O(n2c) for a non-negative integer c . Therefore, pn(2) ∈ O(n log n) if c = 0
(i.e. if V = T ), while for c > 0 we have pn(2) ∈ O(n2c+1).
In the two-dimensional recurrence for log pn(k), we have
p1(k) = f1(CS(V)) = f1(V),
which is just the period of V . Writing this recurrence in the form
log pn(k)− log pn−1(k) 6 log pn−1(k− 1)+ log fn(CS(V))+ 2 log n
and telescoping, we obtain
log pn(k) 6 p1(k)+
n∑
r=2
[log pr−1(k− 1)+ fr(CS(V))+ 2 log r]
6 2n log n+
n∑
r=1
fr(CS(V))+
n−1∑
r=1
log pr(k− 1).
We proceed by induction. If we assume that log pn(k−1) ∈ O(n`k−1) for a positive integer `k−1, then by the above sequence
of inequalities we conclude log pn(k) ∈ O(n log n+ n2c+1 + n`k−1+1). Therefore, for
`k = max(2, 2c + 1, `k−1 + 1)
we have log pn(k) ∈ O(n`k), thus completing the inductive proof. (In fact, if we are a bit more careful, we can show that
log pn(k) ∈ O(n2c+k−1 log n) for all k > 2.)
Finally, we invoke the well-known formula
fn(W) =
n∑
j=0
(
n
j
)
pj(W),
which holds for any varietyW (see [3]), to see that if the sequence log pn(k) is asymptotically bounded above by a polynomial
function of n, so must be log fn(Xk(V)). Since LO(Bk,V) ⊆ Xk+1(V), we have fn(LO(Bk,V)) 6 fn(Xk+1(V)), thus the
same conclusion holds for log fn(LO(Bk,V)). 
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